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Presidents of countries Presidents
of countries and their peoples

My dear President,

I want to inform you about the new deal sustained by my Association Art Coupe which I am
the President, called “Mondo Perduto”. From many years we are engaged to inform the people
and the establishment about the seriousness of the violence and to the horror of war always
more and more covering many lands.
Wars along centuries evidence only the man’s failure, of the civil council, of the American
government and NATO.
We are witness of the Iraq rule, thirty years are passed and the violence go on.
The war against drugs in Afghanistan, but on our streets it is possible to buy every type of
drugs and the fighter it is no out, another failure.
More than ten years have been passed that many Nations fight in Syria with the result of half
million people died, six million of refugees: another failure.
From 2014 a State, the Ukraine, allied with the U.S.A. and NATO, go on to bomb the Donbass
Region where do not exist an Army but only unarmed people with a Russian passport.
From the fall of Berlin wall, the Ukraine, a territory inside the U.R.S.S. never determined its
frontiers and during many years has been transformed as a base of the Nazism into Europe.
The Russia remained always neutral, but ready to defend its interests.
I make appeal to your diplomatic staff and I beg you to present a formal protest to behalf the
U.S. Ambassador, of NATO President and Europe President with to goal to protect more violences, in front of the Russian citizens and unmask the provocations put in field from United
States, from NATO, from Europe and from Great Britain in front to Russia, join the initiative
Mondo Perduto You don’t have any enemy, but you will respect the citizen will which from
longtime ask to go off from NATO.
It is preferable do not respect laws and treaties that allow to stay in the NATO instead of
join it and to allow the nth war planned by war criminals as U.S., NATO and Europe.
I am grateful to Chinese Government for the Note sent to NATO countries with the appeal
to not enter in the Ukrainian Territories.
I stay in faith

The time to bring information is over. Now is the moment to decide

With respect.

Stella

